Increased gene targeting in Ku70 and Xrcc4 transiently deficient human somatic cells.
The insertion of foreign DNA at a specific genomic locus directed by homologous DNA sequences, or gene targeting, is an inefficient process in mammalian somatic cells. Given the key role of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway in DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair in mammalian cells, we investigated the effects of decreasing NHEJ protein levels on gene targeting. Here we demonstrate that the transient knockdown of integral NHEJ proteins, Ku70 and Xrcc4, by RNAi in human HCT116 cells has a remarkable effect on gene targeting/random insertions ratios. A timely transfection of an HPRT-based targeting vector after RNAi treatment led to a 70% reduction in random integration events and a 33-fold increase in gene targeting at the HPRT locus. These findings bolster the role of NHEJ proteins in foreign DNA integration in vivo, and demonstrate that their transient depletion by RNAi is a viable approach to increase the frequency of gene targeting events. Understanding how foreign DNA integrates into a cell's genome is important to advance strategies for biotechnology and genetic medicine.